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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, many measures have been proposed for preventing the laptop thefts and to track back the misplaced laptop. Yet 

many of these techniques have not been fruitful after deployment. The culprits always tend to find an alternative way to delimit 

the operational solution. Many of the previous solutions depend on data mediums for communicating the information to the 

original user. A  securing program is not only provides solution  to the problem but also being able to perform in a platform 

independent environment which has been loaded in the driver of that particular system’s hardware. The owner can activate and 

deactivate this program using an authorized code from any hand held messaging compatible device. A tracking system comprises 

of a micro device, powered with laptop batteries for their working. The tracking system is used to locate the current position of the 

device and if the laptop is having the web cam facility, a subsequent program will capture the unauthorised user’s image and it will 

be stored in the data base which is used to identify the unauthorised person trying to utilize the laptop. Thus enabling the 

successful implementation of the trackback operations and the Data securing protocols the information in the laptop gets highly 

secured and able to recover by the owner. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Nowadays  Laptop and notebook computers which gets misplaced or stolen in a large number are 

subsequently not able to recover Thus the main objective of the project is to provide high security measures to a 
displaced or stolen laptop by detecting it in offline mode and also preventing the extraction of data from the 
laptop. Even though the device is password protected, once the serial number is removed, or the device 
operating system gets formatted or the hard drive of the laptop gets unplugged from the device, it is difficult for 
the respective owner of the laptop to trace back or to make the confidential data gets secured in the laptop as 
discussed elsewhere [1,2]. This project deals with the implementation of security sequence of protocols in 
saving the data in the laptop and trace back the laptop locations by receiving a text message in offline mode 
from GPS and CDMA enabled device which is embedded in the laptop module. Here the owner interacts with 
the tracing system with a secondary device using GOOGLE EARTH and other tracking applications and the 
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Securing of the laptop is carried by a defined sequence of protocols programmed at kernel level of the operating 
system as discussed elsewhere [3 ,4]. Thus an efficient and automated security system is implemented for anti 
theft using embedded system with the aid of Global Positioning System (GPS) and Code Division Multiple 
Access (CDMA). The user revises the details of GPS location and Picto-metrics of the unauthorized person via 
CDMA communication as discussed by Labidi et.al.[5]. 

 
Objectives: 

Basically a kernel program or an operating system program, stored in ROM of a device handles important 
and basic operations from switching ON/OFF to data transfer between operations. If the stolen laptop is unable 
to trace with the help of GPS and GSM technology the owner of that particular system can able to track back the 
location and also able to activate the Kernel program which will automatically turnoff the laptop, also if any 
attempt made in removal of hard disk or damaging the laptop’s  hardware or the software at operating system 
level will trigger a specified kernel protocol function to crash the hardware of the system which includes hard 
disc, processor and mother board . 

This system is safe and efficient to report because once the kernel programme is activated then it cannot be 
stopped even the laptop is turned off, so the programme will be initiated by an explicit command from the 
rightful use. 

 
Existing System: 

The Existing system includes an Open Source system for tracking the location of the lost or stolen laptop 
that does not rely on a proprietary, central service. This means that you can install the system on your laptop 
hence there is no need to rely on a proprietary party licences i.e., the system addresses a critical privacy goal 
different from existing commercial offerings. It is not of a privacy-preserving. This means that no one besides 
the owner (or an agent of the owner's choosing) can use the system to track a laptop. Unlike other systems, users 
of the system can rest assured that no one can abuse the system in order to track and where they use their laptop 
as discussed elsewhere [6-8]. 

The client software installed in the laptop continually monitors the current location of the laptop, gathering 
information (such as IP addresses and local network topology) that can be used to identify its current location. 
The client then uses strong cryptographic mechanisms to not only encrypt the location data, but also ensure that 
the cipher texts stored within OpenDHT are anonymous and unlikable as discussed elsewhere [9,10]. 

 

 
Fig. 1: EXISTING SYSTEM 
 
Proposed System: 

The new Security system work on the offline mode, includes a tracking system to track back the laptop 
location and a sequence of programmed security protocol which embedded with the operating system and 
hardware units which prevents an unauthorized person from operating the laptop. This system will work with 
the GSM based tracking. This uses the implementation of trace back the laptop locations by receiving a text 
message in offline mode from GPS and CDMA enabled device which is embedded in the laptop module. The 
tracked location will be updated to the authorized user by using SMS.  Here the owner interacts with the tracing 
system with a secondary device using GPS applications. The system will be activated by using SMS from the 
any  cellular device by the text “TRACE <0.0>” , [0.0 – represents a user defined code ] when this message is 
received by  the device that is embedded  in the  laptop trigger the kernel program that is loaded in the BIOS 
which avoid the booting of the laptop and also initiate the inbuilt camera in the laptop to capture the image of 
the object in front of the laptop and the details are loaded on a open source cloud storage systems (example: G-
drive, Drop box  etc) which is defined by the user,  and the  details of the location and picto-metrics transferred 
to the user via SMS. 

After the program activated the laptop whole input and output will get blocked totally and the stolen person 
won’t able to uses the laptop until the user reset the security protocol program in the laptop by his/her user 
defined Key strokes using laptop’s keypad 
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Methodology: 
This project works on both the hardware level and software level operation in which the kernel level 

security program gets enabled with tracking system which will be added into the user’s laptop that should be 
configured by the user as per their need when He / She needed to enable the program. The program will be 
added in the BIOS which like installing a third party software tool in a computer which can be reinstalled or 
reset as per the user’s needs by following the sequence of highly defined confidential protocol delivered by the 
inventor. The kernel program is programmed with multi hardware accessing technique, it will gather the 
information, about the hardware currently in the tracking system which gather the information from the 
computer and transfer it to the trusted user using the authorized device .  

 
System Workflow: 

In real time, the laptop is preinstalled with the project device module which derives the power for working 
of the module from the Laptop power supply or batteries itself. The tracking module in the laptop consists of a 
CDMA module such that it receives the connectivity network from the satellites signals, thus avoiding the risk 
of the laptop entered in to a no network zone as GSM network operator facing.  

When the User’s laptop gets misplaced or stolen, the User enables the security tracking device in the laptop 
by sending a text message from any cellular or device capable of messages handling. The Message Comprises of 
character “TRACE” followed by a two digit secure code which is identifiable to the tracking device embedded 
in the laptop. Example “TRACE <0.0>”,   

Once the laptop power turned on, the user Message gets received by the tracking module thus initiating the 
protocols as programmed, The Protocol functions as: 

1. Initiate the Lagging of the Operating system booting time (approx 40 seconds) 
2. Using this delay time of 40 seconds, the tracking module enables the GPS device inbuilt which detects 

its position of placement and delivers the details regarding its location via Short Messaging Service of the 
CDMA module in the form of URL. 

3. The Camera present in the laptop gets enabled and the captured image is programmed to get updated in 
Open source cloud storage (G-drive, Dropbox) which is defined by the user via DATA communication of the 
CDMA module. 

4. If the unauthorized user tries to de-assembled the laptop’s hardware like hard disks or 
clearing/formatting the Operating system of the laptop, the Security program which is programmed in both 
hardware and the Operating systems trigger a crash of the data which is stored in the laptop and also sends a 
Text message defining the Crash of the Laptop and on which time it gets crashed via CDMA module.  

5. The User can view the details regarding the GPS location and the Picto-metric details of the 
unauthorized user by using the URL in the text message. 

 
Advantages of Proposed System: 

• User is not required to have data communication to get back the tracking details. 
• Can able to use any type of mobile devices which is capable of sending messages. 
• “TRACE <0.0>” authentication code is user defined hence it is not necessary to remember any 

Program Codes required to send the trigger message from the user. 
• The Tracking and Security systems in laptop uses a CDMA module thus it is not necessary to be 

worried if the carrier network signals not reaching the device as it experiencing in GSM enabled modules. 
• The tracking system uses the Laptop’s inbuilt power thus need of external source of power supply are 

not required.  
• It is very reliable and flexible for user. 
• The Acknowledgement from the tracking security module can be programmed in such a way that the 

number of person receiving the Acknowledgement is limited to the user defined. 
• Since the URL is received in form of text message, the same can be shared to any number of people 

with no or limited costs. 
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Conclusion: 
In this project, a highly secured sequence of protocols for data secure and a low-cost laptop tracking system 

is presented. The application included a transmitting module which contains an embedded system to combine 
GSM and CDMA devices to retrieve location and laptop status information and send it to the authorized user. 
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